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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As global trade becomes more complex and trade contributes more and more to a
country’s economic growth rates, getting the right technology in place to ensure the safe, expedient and secure crossing of borders is a greater challenge than ever.

Technology is playing an increasingly important role in helping all trading partners
– from government agencies, to international organizations, to multinational corporations, to small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) - adapt to evolving customs demands and a more competitive global market.

And the complexity only increases as we aim to interconnect all relevant stakeholders as seen here where we end up with difficult to maintain, evolve structures and connectivity.
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As the VP of worldwide public sector, it are members of my global team who work directly with many of you who are here today.

We work with standards bodies to ensure our technology will support, very early in the cycle, the standards set by these bodies

We work with the regional organizations to better understand their specific challenges and how, together with our technoloyg partners, we can help develop solutions tailored to their needs

And finally, as trade facilitation is critical to supporting economic development we work closely with donor and funding organizations to help determine how the application of technology can foster trade in developing countries.
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With e-Customs advances like single window applications, which enable simpler transactions for trading partners, and the increased use of Cloud Computing, technology is able to provide innovative ways to overcome some of the most pressing challenges in cross-border trade and Interoperability between the all different stakeholders.

Today, Microsoft  offers customers the choice of having on premise, completely Cloud enabled or hybrid technology solutions.

Cloud Computing in particular offers a unique opportunity to bring customs organizations and businesses a big step closer to achieving truly integrated, seamless digital customs and trade facilitation.

Organizations can publish large amounts of related data quickly and inexpensively without having to invest in additional infrastructure for customs applications, like single border posts, single window and other cross border data exchange.

Microsoft sees the Cloud, being it private, public or hybrid combination as the future of customs IT hosting with a significant impact on customs solutions. The huge economic, social and environmental impact of cloud technology, and its ability to revolutionize the way we think about IT, will change the way customs applications will be used by SMEs, large corporations and government agencies.
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While it is our belief that Customs in the Cloud will become a reality, today the majority of trade process are still paper based with very little connectivity between the different stakeholders and the processes themselves.

So how do we get from where we are today … to where we want to go … how can we together ‘’Be What’s Next’’ in customs ….

We believe there are 3 fundamental steps to moving from the current environment to a completely connected, paper free, end to end process.
- Phase 1: The Cornor Stone here is eForms:
Entering the data in an electronic way and if every stakeholder in the trading chain, it will lead to reducing:
The current 40+ paper documents to manage the export process
Make invoices electronically available which are today still 90% paper based.
Reduce the cost. Currently Costs - up to 10 per cent of the value of the goods (annual global costs related to trade documents: 550 Billion USD
Reduce errors in documentation
Reduce related delays in shipments

- Phase Two: To achieve the whole eTrade vision, it’s clear that you need to have a modern Customs declaration system in place, which most of you have. But more importantly is the way that you start sharing that data internally and with other Gov organisations to build up you Corporate Intelligence on which you can start do risk management analyses or share important Tariff information.

Phase Three: Connect All Stakeholders
I am sure that in this room, several people have different definitions what a SW means for them.
So, it’s the final objective that all stakeholders are connected to the NATIONAL /REGIONAL SW independent the type of the system or the communication protocols used by their existing system or potential new systems. It’s really ONE of the MAJOR tasks of the SW to assure the MAPPING between the different protocols as well as the ROUTING of the messages between the different systems.  
By applying full security to the different process of the SW, the SW can become your ULTIMATE “CYBER SECURE BORDER”
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UN/CEFACT Buy Ship pay model at core of system
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To bring all eCustoms processes, procedures and applications together in ONE SINGLE VIEW, the model that MS uses here as a reference to MAP his partners solution offering is the UNCEFACT Buy – Ship/Delivery - Pay
 The model covers 4 different pillars:
- Commercial Procedures
Establish Sales Contacts
Order Goods or Services
Advice on Delivery
Request Payment

- Transport Procedures
Establish Transport Contract
Collect, Move and Deliver Goods
Provide Waybills, Goods Receipts, Status Reports, Etc. 

- Regulatory Procedures
Obtain Import/Export Licenses etc.
Provide Customs Declarations
Provide Cargo Declaration
Apply Trade Security Procedures
Clear Goods for Export/Import

-Financial Procedures
Provide Credit Rating
Provide Insurance
Provide Credit
Execute Payment
Issue Statement

For all those 4 different pillars, Mcrosoft has a complete partner portfolio, here present today offering a complete solution stack to bring you an Integrated, Secure, Scalable End-to-End Solution 

BIM – Bureau International Maritime - Belgium
Aquasoft - Czech Republic 
Inspection & Control Services (ICS) - MicroClear - Middle East
Crown Agents - UK
Gainde 2000 -  Senegal
GetGroup -  United Arab Emirates   
Greenline Systems - USA 
Cotecna – Switzerland
Primus - Jordan 
Soget - France
Tradefacilitate -  Ireland
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(Linda invites Bevan Simataa, DG Namibia, and Ranga Munyaradzi, representative from the South African Trade Hub on stage).

(Bevan Simataa shares background on the TKC and the challenges a country like Namibia faces in the area of customs/trade)
The Trans Kalahari Corridor crosses Namibia, Botswana and ends in South Africa. Crossing three countries it is the backbone for the transit of goods originating in Walvis Bay and bound for Johannesburg.

Transporting goods through the corridor is challenging, as customs organizations are not connected and much of the data is paper based. The details are very hard to manage as goods cross multiple borders along the route.

When goods enter Namibia at Walvis Bay the details of the shipment including contents are entered into the Customs system manually, this is then repeated as the shipment enters Botswana, and again as it enters South Africa.

What we needed was an improved way to manage all transport and goods movement along the TKC and with the help of our partners at the South African Trade Hub (SATH) we are very excited to know a new, state of the art Cloud Computing solution is going to help us.

(Bevan now transfers to Ranga and asks his to share details on their plans)
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(Ranga Munyaradzi from SATH to explain technology and benefits of the TKC Single Window)

By introducing the Azure-based Regional Single Window Namibian Customs Official will be able, for the first time, to automatically connect with the Customs Officials in Botswana. This interconnectivity will great increase the efficiency with which goods can travel down the corridor.

With the data captured once, it will now be made available on demand by Botswana Customs Officials to automatically populate their ASYCUDA system, removing the need for Botswana to manually recapture the declaration data, reducing the processing time for the clearance of the goods.

(Ranga to add more but limit to 3 mins for this slide)
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